
MARKING SCHEME - ECONOMICS 

Time Allowed: 3 Hrs Maximum Marks : 80 

Section-A  

Introductory Microeconomics 

Q1.  Define demand.         1 

Amount of a good that consumer is willing to purchase at a given price within a 

given period. 

Q2. State the factors that determine changes in the budget set of a consumer. 1 

 Prices of two goods, Money income of consumer (1/2x2= 1) 

Q3. Give 2 examples of fixed costs.       1 

 Any 2 examples (1/2x2= 1) 

Q4. Define implicit costs.        1 

 Costs arising from employing factors internal to the firm. 

Q5. State any 3 factors that are held constant for the law of demand to operate. 4 

 Price of related good 

 Income of consumer 

 Tastes and preferences of consumer (briefly explained 1x3=3) 

Q6. How does the Average Physical Product of a variable factor behave when its 

Marginal Physical Product rises or falls? Use diagram.    4 

 When MPP rises, AP P<MPP 

 When MPP falls, APP>MPP (1 x 2+2) 

 Diagram showing MPP-APP relation 

Q7. Total cost is not the same total of the marginal cost. Why?   4 

 Definition of Marginal cost 

Definition of Total cost 

TC = sum of MCs, e.g. to be used 

 

Q8. Giving reasons, and showing with the help of a diagram, explain the shape of the 

Average Total cost curve.         4 

 Shape of ATC explained as: 

 -The sum of AFC & AVC 

-Law of variable proportions 

 Diagram of ATC curve 

 

Q9. Explain how fall in prices of the related goods affects the demand for the given 

good. Give example.        4 

 -Fall in price of substitute causes fall in quantity demanded of the god in 

question. E.g. to be used 



 - Rise in price of substitute causes rise in quantity demanded of the god in 

question. E.g. to be used.(2 x2=4) 

 

Q10. The AFC of a firm producing 2 units of a good is Rs.9 & given below is its TC 

schedule. Calculate its AVC & MC for each of the given level of output.  

 

Output: 1 2 3      4 

TC  23 27 30 

Each correct entry ½ mark (1/2 x 8 = 4) 

Q11. Giving reasons state whether the following statements  are true or false. 6 

a) MU can never increase as consumption increases. -false 

b) Indifference curve convex to the origin due to decreasing marginal Rate of 

transformation. -false 

c) Demand is unitary elastic when the expenditure decreases after a decrease in the 

price of the commodity. -false 

d) Consumer’s preferences are monotonic, if & only if between any 2 bundles; 

consumer’s prefers the bundle which has more of at least one of the good & less 

of the other good as compared to the other bundles. -false 

e) IC slopes downwards to the right. It means the consumer increases more units of 

one good (A), he will have to increase the number of units of good (B) to 

maintain the same level of satisfaction. -false 

Q12. Explain the likely behavior of TPP & MPP when for increasing production only 

one input is increased while other inputs are kept constant.  6 

 Behavior of TPP & MPP explained 3 marks 

 Statement of Law of Variable Proportion – 1 mark 

 Diagram showing TPP & MPP-2 marks 

 

Section-B 

Introductory Macroeconomics 

Q13.  Name the Monetary measure indicated in the following statement.  1 

a) RBI advised SBI to stop advertising for home loans to discourage lending. 

Moral suasion 

b) Instead of 80%, now 90 % of the security amount will be given as loan. 

Margin requirements 

Q14. Define domestic product.        1 

Value of final goods and services produced within the domestic territory of the 

country in an accounting year. 

Q15. Distinguish between real and nominal gross domestic product.  3 

 Any three points of distinction 



Q16. What are the precautions to be undertaken in the estimation of national income 

by income method?         3 

 Income method precautions w.r.t windfall gains, transfer incomes, etc 

Q17. Give two instances when the gross domestic product not a true indicator of 

welfare.          3 

 Externalities, non market transactions, distribution of wealth, etc   

O19. Give the four measures of money supply by the RBI.    3 

 M1, M2, M3, M4 

Q20. State the main functions of money.      3 

 Unit of value, medium of exchange, standard of deferred payments, store of 

value (briefly explained) 

Q21.  How does the Central Bank control the credit creation in the economy through 

the Bank rate?         3 

 Definition of bank rate policy 

 -Increase in bank rate, & implications on money supply 

-Decrease in bank rate, & implications on money supply 

 

Q22. Calculate the Net Value Added at Factor Cost from the given information: 4 

     (₹ in lakhs) 

 Sales    400 

 Change in stock   (-)20 

 Intermediate consumption 200 

 Net Indirect Tax  40 

 Exports   50 

 Depreciation    30 

 Correct formula: 

Value of output = sales + change in stock 

Value added = Value of output – Intermediate consumption 

NVA fc = GVA mp – depreciation 

Correct substitution 

Correct answer(1 ½  + 1 ½ + 1 = 4) 

Q23.  How does the central bank acts as banker of the commercial Bank? Explain.     4 

 Banker to bank functions explained 

Q24.  The commercial banks accept chequeble deposits and at the same time undertake 

 giving of loans. Explain any 2 each of deposits & loans.  6 

 Deposits: demand deposits, fixed deposits, savings deposits, recurring deposits 

(any 2 explained) 

 Loans: Cash credit loan, demand loan, short term loan) any 2 explained) 

Q25. Calculate national income:        6 



        (₹ in crores) 

 Net current transfer from rest of the world 30 

 Private final consumption expenditure  400 

 Net domestic capital formation    100 

 Change in stock      50 

 Depreciation      20 

 Govt.final consumption expenditure  200 

 Net exports       40 

 Net Indirect tax     80 

 Net factor income paid to abroad   10 

 Correct formula 

 GDP mp = PFCE + GDCF + GFCE + NE 

 N.I. = GDP mp – depreciation + NFIA – net indirect taxes 

 Correct substitution 

 Correct answer  

α α α α α α α α α α α 

 

 


